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Car Lamp Waterproof Film 

You can rest assured to buy Car Lamp Waterproof 

Film from our factory and we will offer you the best 

after-sale service and timely delivery. 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Description 

There are many kinds of car lamps. Including headlights, fog lights, taillights, signal lights, 

indicators, turn signals and so on. For the headlight, on a rainy day or high humidity 

environment often encounter the problem of fog, so we need to quickly dispersed the fog, part 

of the headlamps with direct connect the structure of the atmosphere, headlights off caused by 

negative pressure can into the external moisture, so that the fog scene is more serious, and 

can cause damage to light within the element, Xin gourmet and high breathable breathable hat 

with a back film good solves the problem of car headlights are scattered fog, while quickly 

dispersed the fog, and can provide excellent protection in the operation process of headlight, 

block the invasion of the outside water and dust, etc.  

 

Bizhenpin Car Lamp Waterproof Film, even under extreme road conditions, is waterproof and 

works well for a long time. For fog lights, taillights, signal lights, indicator lights, turn signals 

and other lamps, although the light component power is not so large as the headlights, but the 

space is relatively small, so the same need for good air permeability, high protection 

performance protection products.  

 

Bizhenpin's Car Lamp Waterproof Film, tailored for a variety of car lights, is a great solution to 

all kinds of car lights waterproof, improve the reliability of car lights, extend the life of car lights, 

and shorten the design and assembly time. Xin acura thin oil film can also help the car 

headlights block from gasoline, diesel oil, hydraulic oil and lubricating oil pollution. 

 


